
The Lumina 2 is a display light designed specifically for use on 
banner stands.  It is the pefect way to light your banner.

Lumina 2

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications 
without prior notice.  All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for 

variance.  E&OE.  See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

Main Features:

-Overhead 50Watt low voltage banner stand light with quarter
circle stem, 2.5m of cable and AMP connector

-60VA transfermer supplied
Input: AC 120V 60Hz 0.55A
Output: AC 12V 60W Max.

-Replacement lamp: MR16 50Watt

-Integral bulldog clip fitting suitable for 16mm poles

-Weight: 0.4kg approx (includes cables and transformer)



LUMINA SPT
CASE

- EVA semi-rigid lighting case

- foam-lined padded compartments

- holds two Lumina lights & power supply

SPT-CASE

Optional:

LUMINA FLD
CASE

- EVA semi-rigid lighting case

- foam-lined padded compartments

- stores & transports two lights

- designed for use with Lumina models 1-5

FLD-CASE

Optional:

UNIVERSAL LIGHT CLAMP KIT
 UNI-LT-CLP
- comes standard with the Lumina 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 200 

and allows our lights to fit a majority of banners, 
truss & panel kits

- clamp max width 1.25”

- can purchase alternate clamp that goes to a max 
width of 2.75”

Optional:

Lumina 2

To Remove Lamp:
 Turn off/unplug fixture and allow to cool before replacing bulb. Bulb
  gets hot quicly.  Do not touch hot bulb or fixture.  Gently pull bulb out 
 of fixture.  Take care to use a soft cloth as oil from skin can damage the
 bulb.

To Fit or Replace Lamp:
 Take the bulb out of the box taking care not to touch the bulb with
 your bare fingeres.  Oil from skin can damage lamp.  Use a soft
 cloth when grasping lamp.  Grasp the lamp with the soft cloth   
 and insert into the lamp.  Gently push the bulb all the way in.


